Queen Longevity and Fecundity Affect Conflict with Workers over Resource Inheritance in a Social Insect
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ABSTRACT: Resource inheritance is a major source of conflict in animal societies. However, the assumptions and predictions of models of conflict over resource inheritance have not been systematically tested within a single system. We developed an inclusive fitness model for annual eusocial Hymenoptera that predicts a zone of conflict in which future reproductive workers are selected to enforce nest inheritance before the queen is selected to cede the nest. We experimentally tested key elements of this model in the bumblebee Bombus terrestris. In colonies from which queens were sequentially removed, queen tenure was significantly and aggressively associated with worker male production, confirming that workers gain direct fitness by usurping the queen. In unmanipulated colonies, queen fecundity decreased significantly over the latter part of the colony cycle, confirming that workers’ indirect fitness from maintaining queens declines over time. Finally, in an experiment simulating loss of queen fecundity by removal of queens’ eggs, worker-to-queen aggression increased significantly and aggressively workers were significantly more likely to become egg layers, consistent with workers monitoring queen fecundity to assess the net benefit of future reproduction. Overall, by upholding key assumptions and predictions of the model, our results provide novel empirical support for kin-selected conflict over resource inheritance.
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Introduction

Resource inheritance is widespread within animal societies and occurs in various forms in different taxa (Myles 1988; Ragsdale 1999; Hart and Monnin 2006). These forms include nest, den, and territory inheritance in social birds and mammals (Myles 1988; Alexander et al. 1991; Emlen 1995; Hart and Monnin 2006; Kingma 2017) and nest inheritance by replacement queens (Myles 1988; Hart and Monnin 2006; Bang and Gadagkar 2012; Hoffmann et al. 2012) or reproductive workers (Franks et al. 1990; Bourke 1994; Heinze et al. 1997; Friend and Bourke 2014) in eusocial insects (ants, bees, wasps, and termites). Inheritance typically involves not just the physical structure of a nest, den, or territory but also the resources within it, including a labor force of helpers or workers (Myles 1988; Emlen 1995; Hart and Monnin 2006).

Although the various systems of resource inheritance differ in their details, they share fundamental similarities. These are that (a) offspring inherit from parents a resource required for breeding and (b) potential kin-selected conflict arises over the optimal time for inheritance because the parties have different relative relatednesses to one another’s offspring (Alexander et al. 1991; Emlen 1995; Hart and Monnin 2006; Bourke 2007). The occurrence of such conflict predicts that offspring should monitor changes in the net inclusive fitness benefit of keeping parents alive and take over the resource when fitness from future offspring reproduction exceeds fitness from future parental reproduction (Alexander et al. 1991; Bourke 1994; Emlen 1995). In addition, because (all else equal) both parties benefit from parental reproduction when parental fecundity is high, parents should signal their fecundity to offspring and offspring should respond facultatively to changes in parental fecundity to time their attempts to take over the resource (Alexander et al. 1991; Emlen 1995).

The eusocial Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps) include numerous examples of societies with potential conflict over nest inheritance between queens and workers. In many species, helper females (workers) that are nonreproductive in the presence of the queen inherit the nest from her and then produce haploid male offspring from unfertilized eggs (Bourke 1994; Liebig et al. 2005; Monnin et al. 2009; Leadbeater et al. 2011). Studies suggest that queens signal their fecundity to workers via chemicals borne on...
their body surfaces, eggs, or both, in the presence of which workers downregulate their own reproduction (Liebig et al. 2005; Peeters and Liebig 2009; Holman et al. 2010; Holman 2014, 2018; Van Oystaeyen et al. 2014; Smith and Liebig 2017). Queens may also actively prevent worker reproduction in their presence by eating workers’ eggs (Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2006). In addition, workers in some annual species harass their queen toward the end of the colony cycle and may eventually kill her (worker matricide), following which they lay male eggs; this suggests that workers can enforce nest inheritance in order to reproduce (Trivers and Hare 1976; Ratnieks 1988; Bourke 1994; Strassmann et al. 2003). Confirming this prediction, workers in the wasp *Dolichoovespula arenaria* were found to kill their mother queen preferentially in colonies headed by a singly mated queen, that is, colonies in which workers stood to gain greatest fitness (Loope 2015).

To investigate potential conflict over resource inheritance more fully, we constructed an inclusive fitness model of queen-worker conflict over nest inheritance in eusocial Hymenoptera (fig. 1; app. A; apps. A–D are available online). The model is based on the concept of parent-offspring conflict over resource inheritance (Alexander et al. 1991; Emlen 1995; Hart and Monnin 2006) and, in detail, on models of Bourke (1994, 2007). It assumes that workers gain direct fitness from nest takeover via expelling or killing the queen (because this permits workers to lay male eggs unhindered by the queen) but that this incurs a loss of indirect fitness from workers not rearing any queen-produced sexuals (workers’ siblings) after nest takeover. The model also assumes that workers can monitor queen fecundity and predicts that if queen fecundity decreases over time, the workers’ cost-to-benefit ratio for nest takeover may fall to a threshold value below which workers are selected to expel or kill the queen and commence egg laying (fig. 1; app. A). The model therefore predicts that workers’ tolerance of queens and reproductive restraint are functions of queen fecundity and that workers that go on to lay eggs should be the first to respond behaviorally (e.g., with aggression) to declines in queen fecundity, given that laying workers reach their critical threshold for nest takeover before the other parties (fig. 1).

The detailed assumptions and predictions of this and similar models of conflict over resource inheritance have not been systematically studied in any single resource inheritance system. To meet this requirement, we investigated conflict over nest inheritance in the eusocial buff-tailed bumblebee (*Bombus terrestris*). *Bombus terrestris* colonies are headed by one singly mated queen and follow an annual cycle in which queens found new colonies in spring and only young newly mated queens of the year survive to overwinter at the season’s end (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988). Workers cannot mate but can produce haploid male offspring from unfertilized eggs; once worker egg laying has started, 28%–45% of workers lay eggs, laying approximately 70% of all male eggs and overall accounting for 5%–10% of adult male production (Bloch 1999; Bloch and Hefetz 1999b; Alaux et al. 2004b; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2004; Zanette et al. 2012). Colonies typically pass three critical points during the colony cycle, which subdivide the colony cycle into definable though not entirely discrete phases (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Bourke and Ratnieks 2001; Duchateau et al. 2004; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2009). The first critical point, the “switch point,” occurs when the queen changes from laying diploid female eggs yielding workers or new queens to laying mainly or entirely haploid eggs yielding males (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Holland et al. 2013). The second, the “competition point,” occurs when workers begin to lay their own male eggs and exhibit aggression toward the queen and one another (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Duchateau 1989; Bloch 1999). The third occurs when the queen dies and the colony enters the queenless phase, during which most worker-derived males are produced (Alaux et al. 2004b; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2004; Zanette et al. 2012). While alive, queens police worker

---

**Figure 1:** Inclusive fitness model of queen-worker conflict over nest inheritance in an annual eusocial Hymenopteran with worker reproduction in queenless conditions. \( c/b \) is the cost-to-benefit ratio below which any party favors queen death and nest inheritance, where \( c \) is the number of queen-produced sexuals that would have been reared between the time of the queen’s death and season’s end had the queen lived and \( b \) is the number of worker-derived males that could be reared between the queen’s death and season’s end. \( T_{LW} \), \( T_{NLW} \), and \( T_Q \) are critical threshold values of \( c/b \) for laying workers (LW), nonlaying workers (NLW), and the queen (Q), respectively. Zones are as follows: (i) \( c/b > 1.0 \), no inheritance (all parties favor the queen retaining the nest and her reproductive monopoly); (ii) \( 1.0 > c/b > 0.5 \), conflict over inheritance (workers [LW and NLW] but not the queen favor nest inheritance); and (iii) \( c/b < 0.5 \), no conflict (all parties, including the queen, favor nest inheritance). The model assumes that workers rear both sexes of queen-produced sexuals and hence that workers’ relatedness to queen-produced sexuals (averaged across both sexes) is 0.5. If queens produce only males, the model’s qualitative predictions remain the same. See appendix A for further details.
male production by eating approximately 50% of worker-laid eggs (Duchateau 1989; Zanette et al. 2012), suggesting a direct fitness benefit to workers of expelling or killing the queen. Queen death may arise from intrinsic causes or be caused by worker matricide (Bourke 1994; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2009). Moreover, queen longevity is positively correlated with the number of adult sexuals (new queens and males) produced by queens and negatively correlated with workers’ reproductive success—that is, the proportion of adult males produced by workers (Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2009)—suggesting the existence of indirect fitness costs and direct fitness benefits to workers of queen death, as our conflict model assumes (fig. 1).

We performed three separate experiments. In experiment A, we tested the assumption of the model that following the switch point, B. terrestris workers gain direct fitness by expelling or killing the queen. To do this, we tested whether the observed negative correlation of queen longevity and workers’ reproductive success (Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2009) is purely correlational or has a causal basis (causation hypothesis), that is, whether early queen death causes greater queenless worker male production. It might seem self-evident that this would be the case, because early queen death leads to a longer queenless phase. But an alternative hypothesis is that queen and worker quality (here including longevity and fecundity) covary. Specifically, long-lived queens might have low-quality, weakly reproductive workers, and short-lived queens might have high-quality, strongly reproductive workers (covariance hypothesis). Such a negative covariance of queen and worker quality (cf. the positive genetic covariance of queen and worker fecundity described in ants by Holman et al. [2013b]) could be genetic or phenotypic in origin and could arise from multiple causes. The causation and covariance hypotheses both predict a negative correlation of queen longevity and workers’ reproductive success, but they also predict different outcomes of manipulating queen longevity by removing queens. The causation hypothesis predicts that workers in all colonies from which queens are removed early should produce few or no males, since, according to the hypothesis, workers under some queens would be low-quality, weakly reproductive workers, and short-lived queens might have high-quality, strongly reproductive workers. The covariance hypothesis predicts that workers in some colonies from which queens are removed early should produce few or no males, since, according to the hypothesis, workers under some queens would be low-quality, weakly reproductive workers.

In experiment B, we tested the assumption of our model that, in B. terrestris, queen fecundity (rate of egg production) decreases with time in the latter half of the colony cycle. Finally, in experiment C we tested the assumption of the model that B. terrestris workers monitor queen fecundity and the predictions of the model that workers respond in a recreationally self-interested manner to a perceived decline in queen fecundity and that future reproductive workers lead this response. Worker monitoring of queen fecundity predicts that experimentally simulating a decrease in queen fecundity (by removal of the queen’s eggs) should induce workers to behave aggressively to queens and/or advance the start of egg laying (competition point). A previous experiment in polistine wasps suggested that when eggs of the queen were removed, workers increased their egg laying although not their aggression (Liebig et al. 2005), consistent with monitoring of queen fecundity. Following the competition point, B. terrestris workers are aggressive toward queens (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Duchateau 1989; Bloch 1999). In experiment C, we therefore predicted that workers first behaving aggressively toward queens should, on average, be the workers that go on to lay eggs. Overall, by conducting tests of relevant assumptions and predictions within a single system, we provide novel empirical support for the widely applicable concept of kin-selected within-group conflict over resource inheritance.

Methods

Experiment A: Experiment to Determine the Effect of Queen Longevity on Workers’ Reproductive Success

We determined the effect of queen longevity on workers’ reproductive success by removing the queen from sets of colonies at differing intervals following the switch point (date of first queen-laid male egg), simulating queen death, and then recording the amount of male production by workers in the resulting queenless colonies. We obtained 58 colonies of Bombus terrestris from a commercial supplier in two cohorts and maintained them under standard conditions (see app. B). All colonies were monitored daily and kept until no male eclosion (emergence of adult from pupa) had occurred for 7 days and there were no mature larvae or pupae, with fewer than 10 workers remaining alive (Lockett et al. 2016). Daily monitoring included counting all newly eclosed workers and sexuals (males and gynes or young queens) and removing any sexuals on the day of their eclosion. In this and the following experiments, we recorded behavior under red light by direct observation or by filming colonies using digital camcorders (Sony DCR-SR32).

We randomly assigned colonies from the cohorts to experimental groups defined by the number of days after the switch point at which queens were removed (i.e., group 1: mean of 20 days, n = 17 colonies; group 2: mean of 33 days, n = 8 colonies; group 3: mean of 54 days, n = 9 colonies; table B1, available online). In a control group, queens were not removed but died naturally (n = 24 colonies; table B1). Full details of assignments of colonies to groups are given in appendix B. Because B. terrestris workers produce only a small percentage (~2%) of males in queenright (with a queen) colonies (Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2004), we assumed that males eclosing up to 26 days (males’ egg-to-adult developmental time) after the date of the queen’s death or removal
were queen produced and that males eclosing after this date were worker produced (Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2009).

Experiment B: Experiment to Determine Queen Fecundity as a Function of Time

*Bombus terrestris* queens lay eggs into waxen cells, and there can be several eggs laid per cell (Alford 1975; Bloch and Hefetz 1999b). The rate of queen egg laying therefore has two components—the frequency of queen egg-laying events (each event being one bout of laying into an egg cell), and the number of eggs laid per event (cell). We measured changes in each of these components with time.

Frequency of Queen Egg-Laying Events. To measure this component, we used the original 10 control colonies from cohort 1 in experiment A. We digitally filmed each colony under red light for 3–4 h at weekly intervals (Zanette et al. 2012), starting at 11:00–14:00 on each day, until the natural death of the queen. Filming began a mean ± SD of 11.8 ± 7.3 days after the actual switch point and continued for 50.1 ± 18.8 days. We then viewed all films (231 h in total) and scored all instances of the queen laying eggs into a cell. Time was measured with respect to the switch point because in these colonies the timing of the competition point was not determined. Because the assay continued for a mean of 62 days following the switch point and the competition point typically occurs ~2 weeks after the switch point (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Zanette et al. 2012), the period of the assay encompassed the post-completion-point phase of the focal colonies.

Number of Eggs Laid per Egg-Laying Event. We measured this component of queen fecundity using five colonies from an additional cohort, cohort 3 (see app. C). To be certain that eggs counted within cells were all queen laid, we periodically isolated queens in a mesh cage within their colonies and allowed them to lay eggs within them. In brief (see app. C for details), queens were caged in situ within the nest for 2 days out of every 7, retaining contact with workers, brood, and wax throughout. Queens constructed egg cells in the cages, and we counted the eggs inside all such cells (mean of 0.48 cells per 48 h). This process was continued until each queen’s death (i.e., until a mean ± SD of 25 ± 6 days following the switch point) and so is again likely to have encompassed the post-competition-point phase of the focal colonies.

Experiment C: Experiment to Determine the Effect of Queen Fecundity on Worker-to-Queen Aggression

We obtained 24 incipient *B. terrestris* colonies from a commercial supplier (see app. D) and maintained them as in experiment A. All newly eclosed workers were marked with plastic individually numbered discs daily throughout the experiment. On reaching a size of 15 workers, colonies were grouped into pairs based on having similar amounts of brood. Within each pair, the two colonies were randomly assigned to either the treatment category or the control category. The treatment involved the experimental removal of all of the queen’s eggs, whereas the control (for disturbance) involved the removal and replacement of all of the queen’s eggs. In both cases, from the point when colonies reached a size of 20 workers (just before the estimated time of the switch point; see experiment A), we carefully removed all new egg cells from the colony on the day each egg cell appeared. We opened the egg cells and counted and removed the eggs, using fresh sterile toothpicks to avoid any transfer of external contaminants. For treatment colonies, the eggs were stored at −20°C for subsequent genetic analysis. For control colonies, we placed the eggs back in the egg cell, sealed it, and inserted it into its original position in the colony. We stopped all egg cell manipulations in each colony when it reached its competition point; this was to ensure that all removed eggs were queen-laid eggs.

After egg cell manipulations had begun, we carried out six 1-min observation bouts for each colony per day to monitor colonies for worker egg laying (and so determine the date of the competition point and the identity of egg-laying workers) and to record the identities of all workers showing aggressive behaviors toward the queen and the type of aggression exhibited. Aggressive behaviors were classified as noncontact behavior (wing buzzing next to the queen) or contact behavior (biting, grappling, and pushing the queen) based on Duchateau (1989). We also filmed all colonies for 50 min each per day (between 09:00 and 14:00) for the remainder of the experiment. The experiment was ended 18 days after the detection of the competition point. The date of the switch point was determined by sexing of eggs using microsatellite genotyping or by back calculation from the timing of male production (see app. D).

For measuring worker-to-queen aggression rates, we viewed the 50-min films for each colony from time points 2 days after the start of manipulations, 6 days prior to the competition point, and at 2-day intervals from this point until up to 18 days after the competition point. The numbers of aggressive acts directed by workers at the queen were scored blindly with respect to treatment (see app. D). We then divided these by the total time the queen was visible on screen, to give the mean aggression rate. Since occurrences of wing buzzing represented the majority of aggressive actions performed toward the queens (369/436 actions), they were analyzed separately. Levels of queen activity were also estimated from the films to control for possible effects of queen activity (Nonacs et al. 2004) on worker-to-queen aggression (see app. D). Following the end of the experiment, the degree of workers’ ovarian activation was measured by ovarian dissection (see app. D).
**Statistical Methods**

Data were analyzed using R version 2.14.1 (R Development Core Team 2011) with linear mixed models (LMMs) or generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) fitted using package lme4 (Bates et al. 2011). For all models, we initially fitted a maximal model that included all specified fixed terms and their interactions. Minimal adequate models were selected from the maximal model with the dredge function in the package MuMIn (Barton 2018), which searches all possible predictor combinations and selects models by comparing values of the second-order Akaike information criterion (AICc; Pinheiro and Bates 2002). The candidate model with the lowest AICc was reported as the best model. Models in which the response variable was count data were tested for overdispersion by comparing the Pearson residual sum of squares to the residual degrees of freedom using a χ² test.

In experiment A, to determine the effect of queen longevity (time before queen removal or death, dated from the switch point; more generally, queen tenure) on queen reproductive success (total queen sexual offspring produced, or queen sexual production) and worker reproductive success (measured as either the proportion of total males produced by workers or the per-worker proportion of worker-produced males), a LMM was fitted. In each model, queen removal group was fitted as a random factor and queen longevity, cohort, treatment (whether the queen was removed or died naturally), and the mean rate of worker production were fitted as fixed effects.

In experiment B, two separate models were produced. For the measurements of frequency of queen egg-laying events, a binomial GLMM was fitted with occurrence of queen egg-laying events (coded as a binary variable) as the dependent variable, queen identity as a random effect, and time (relative to the switch point) and whether males had started to eclose (coded as a binary factor) as fixed effects. For the measurements of number of eggs laid per event, a Poisson GLMM was fitted with the number of eggs laid in 48 h as the dependent variable, queen identity as a random effect, and time (days after the switch point), the number of egg cells built by queens, and their interaction as fixed effects.

In experiment C, the rate of worker-to-queen aggression as a function of treatment was analyzed with a LMM, with treatment, time relative to the competition point (divided into three periods), and the number of workers present at the time of measurement modeled as fixed effects and nest identity (nested within pairs) and day of observation modeled as random effects. In these analyses, noncontact (wing buzzing) and contact (biting, grappling, and pushing) worker behaviors were treated separately. The three time periods were as follows: start (i.e., at the start of the egg-manipulation period; mean ± SD of 19 ± 5 days before the competition point), pre-CP (i.e., near the end of the egg-manipulation period; 2 ± 2 days before the competition point), and post-CP (i.e., following the egg-manipulation period; 8 ± 4 days after the competition point). The first two time periods were defined so as to allow for the possibility that the treatment required time to have an effect. Post hoc Tukey comparisons were then carried out on this model. To investigate whether queen activity differed between treatment and control groups during the egg-manipulation period, two separate LMMs, containing as the dependent variable either the distance traveled per minute by the queen or the number of workers she encountered per minute, were fitted with treatment as a fixed effect and nest identity (nested within pairs) and day of observation as random effects. Worker-to-queen aggression as a function of worker reproductive status was examined by fitting separate binomial GLMMs for workers exhibiting aggressive behavior during either the egg-manipulation period or the postmanipulation period and for workers exhibiting aggressive behavior during the egg-manipulation period only. The proportion of workers with active ovaries, or the proportion of workers that had been observed to lay eggs, was fitted as the dependent variable, with treatment and worker aggression status (aggressive or not aggressive toward queen) fitted as independent variables. Finally, to analyze queen egg-laying rates, a Poisson GLMM was fitted with treatment and time relative to the competition point as fixed effects and nest identity, nested within pairs, and day of observation as random effects. The response variable was mean queen number of eggs laid per day, which was measured by counting, during the experimental removals of eggs, all eggs within each egg cell produced by the queen every 24 h. All means are reported ±1 SD. Data are deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository (Almond et al. 2018; https://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.84033r7).

**Results**

**Experiment A: Experiment to Determine the Effect of Queen Longevity on Workers’ Reproductive Success**

There was a significant positive relationship between queen longevity and queen sexual production (best LMM, P < .0001, n = 58 colonies; fig. S1, tables S1a, S1b; fig. S1, fig. S2, and tables S1–S8 are available online). There was no significant effect of cohort or treatment (P = .77 and P = .56, respectively; tables S1a, S1b). The latter result meant that colonies from which queens were experimentally removed and colonies in which queens died naturally showed similar relationships between queen longevity and queen sexual production.

There was a significant negative relationship between queen longevity and worker reproductive success measured both as the proportion of total males produced by workers (best LMM, P < .0001, n = 58 colonies; fig. 2, tables S2a, S2b) and as the per-worker proportion of worker-produced...
males ($P < .0001$; tables S2c, S2d). There was no significant effect of cohort or treatment or their interaction on the proportion of total males produced by workers, but there was a significant effect of these on the per-worker proportion of worker-produced males (tables S2a–S2d). However, for both measures of worker reproductive success, queen longevity had the most consistent effect (tables S2a–S2d). No colony in group 1 ($n = 17$), from which queens were removed earliest, failed to produce worker-produced males (the minimum proportion of worker-produced males in any colony was 35%; fig. 2). These findings support the causation hypothesis for an influence of queen longevity on the direct fitness of workers and fail to support the covariance hypothesis.

Experiment B: Experiment to Determine Queen Fecundity as a Function of Time

Frequency of queen egg-laying events. Queen egg laying showed a marginally nonsignificant decline in observed frequency after the switch point (best GLMM, $P = .051$, $n = 64$ observations of 10 queens; fig. 3a; tables S3a, S3b).

Number of eggs laid per egg-laying event. The number of eggs laid per cell by queens decreased significantly as a function of time following the switch point (best GLMM, $P = .0001$, $n = 13$ observations from five queens; fig. 3b, tables S4a, S4b).

Experiment C: Experiment to Determine the Effect of Queen Fecundity on Worker-to-Queen Aggression

Competition point. There was no significant difference between paired treatment and control colonies in the mean date of the competition point, relative either to the switch point (treatment = 10 ± 5 days; control = 6.8 ± 5.0 days; paired $t$-test, $df = 11$, $t = 1.15$, $P = .28$) or to the start of the egg-manipulation period (treatment = 22 ± 4 days; control = 24 ± 7 days; paired $t$-test, $df = 11$, $t = 1.01$, $P = .34$). Therefore, workers did not modify the timing of the onset of egg laying in response to the experimental absence of queen-laid eggs.

Worker-to-queen aggression as a function of treatment. For noncontact behaviors (wing buzzing), there was a significant interaction between treatment and the period in which aggression occurred (best LMM, $P = .003$; tables S5a, S5b). Specifically, post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean aggression rate was significantly higher in treatment colonies than in control colonies in the pre-CP period (i.e., at the end of the egg-manipulation period) but not at the

Figure 2: Worker reproductive success (proportion of total males produced by workers) in Bombus terrestris colonies as a function of queen longevity (experiment A). Queens were removed at a mean of 20, 33, and 54 days after the switch point in groups 1 ($n = 17$, white circles), 2 ($n = 8$, white triangles), and 3 ($n = 9$, black triangles), respectively. In the control group ($n = 24$, black circles), the queen was allowed to die naturally.
start of the egg-manipulation period or in the post-CP period following it (difference between treatment and control aggression rates in the pre-CP period = 2.3 wing buzzes received per hour [95% CI = 0.65–3.98]; \( P = .001 \); fig. 4). Therefore, removing queens’ eggs caused the workers to act more aggressively (by wing buzzing) toward queens.

For contact behaviors, there were no significant effects of any fixed factors or interactions, and the best LMM contained only an intercept (best LMM that included treatment, delta = 3.92, \( P = .67 \); tables S5c, S5d).

Worker-to-queen aggression as a function of worker reproductive status. Comparing aggressive and nonaggressive workers within each colony, we found that a significantly greater proportion (mean, 81% ± 14%) of workers that were aggressive toward their queen during any of the experimental periods were ovary activated compared with the proportion (57% ± 22%) of nonaggressive workers that were ovary activated (treatment and control colonies pooled, best GLMM, \( P < .0001 \); tables S6a, S7a, S7b). When considering only the aggression occurring during the period of egg manipulation, we again found that a significantly greater proportion (85% ± 15%) of workers that were aggressive toward the queen were ovary activated compared with the proportion (64% ± 22%) of nonaggressive workers that were ovary activated (best GLMM, \( P < .0001 \); tables S6b, S7c, S7d). Using data on workers identified through direct observation to be egg layers in the post-egg-manipulation period, we also found that a significantly greater proportion of workers (30% ± 20%) that were aggressive toward the queen over any period were egg layers compared with the proportion of workers (16% ± 13%) that were not aggressive toward the queen over any period that were egg layers (best GLMM, \( P = .0006 \); tables S6c, S7e, S7f). Finally, considering only the aggression occurring during the period of egg manipulation, we found that a significantly greater proportion of workers (32% ± 23%) that were aggressive toward the queen were egg layers compared with the proportion of workers (19% ± 15%) that were not aggressive toward the queen that were egg layers (best GLMM, \( P = .0006 \); tables S6d, S7g, S7h). Therefore, there was an association between worker aggression toward the queen and workers’ reproductive status, and, specifically, workers that were aggressive toward the queen during the egg-manipulation period were significantly more likely to have activated ovaries and to lay eggs. Treatment and control colonies were pooled in these analyses because the proportion of workers that were egg layers following the egg-manipulation period did not differ significantly between them (tables S7e–S7h).

Unexpectedly, we also found that queens in the treatment group increased the total number of eggs laid per day (assessed by counting the number of egg cells constructed and the number of eggs within egg cells) as the egg-manipulation period

---

**Figure 3:** Change in *Bombus terrestris* queen fecundity with time since switch point (experiment B). a, Predicted probability (from a binomial generalized linear mixed model) of observing a queen egg-laying event following the switch point. 0 = no egg laying observed; 1 = egg laying observed, \( n = 64 \) observations each of 3.6 ± 0.7 h, over 10 queens. b, Number of eggs per egg cell laid by queens following the switch point. Circles = one egg cell constructed in 48 h; triangles = two egg cells constructed in 48 h. \( n = 5 \) queens observed over 35 days.
proceeded, in contrast to control queens, whose rate remained relatively constant (fig. S2). There was a significant interaction between treatment and time (best GLMM, $P < .0001, n = 24$ queens; tables S8a, S8b); treatment queens significantly increased the number of eggs they laid ($t = 8.18, P < .001$), whereas control queens did not significantly change the number they laid ($t = -1.67, P = .10$).

**Discussion**

In the bumblebee *Bombus terrestris*, we found using a queen-removal experiment that queen tenure of a colony was significantly positively associated with queens’ reproductive success and was significantly negatively associated with workers’ reproductive success. All colonies that became queenless early produced worker-derived males. These results demonstrate that queen longevity has a causal negative influence on workers’ future reproductive success in the queenless phase and that queen and worker quality and/or fecundity do not negatively covary. We also found that queen fecundity declines in the latter part of the colony cycle, showing a strongly declining trend in terms of frequency of egg-laying events and a significant decline in terms of number of eggs laid per cell. Collectively, these findings show that assumptions of our model (fig. 1) of queen-worker conflict over nest inheritance are fulfilled. In our final experiment, we found that when we simulated complete loss of queen fecundity by removing queens’ eggs, workers significantly increased their aggression toward queens. This suggests that, as predicted, workers respond in a reproductively self-interested manner when they perceive queens to lose fecundity. Moreover, workers that were aggressive toward the queen in the egg-manipulation period (in both treatment and control colonies) were significantly more likely to activate their ovaries and, following this period, to lay eggs. Although an association between worker aggression and reproduction has already been established in *B. terrestris* (Van Honk et al. 1981; Bloch and Hefetz 1999b; Amsalem and Hefetz 2011; Zanette et al. 2012), this result suggests that, as predicted (fig. 1), the critical cost-to-benefit threshold at which workers are selected to favor nest inheritance is reached first for reproductive workers.

**Figure 4:** Mean rate of wing buzzing directed by *Bombus terrestris* workers toward the queen, per hour (experiment C). Treatment = queens’ eggs removed before competition point; control = queens’ eggs removed and replaced. Period of observation: start = start of the egg-manipulation period; pre-CP = near the end of the egg-manipulation period, shortly before the competition point; post-CP = following the egg-manipulation period, after the competition point (see text for details). Bold bars indicate medians, boxes indicate quartiles, whiskers indicate ranges, and white circles indicate outliers. Significant differences (post hoc Tukey comparisons, $P < .05$) are indicated by different letters above each box. Total $n = 369$ wing buzzes from 24 colonies, over 233 observation bouts filmed over 189.6 h.
Our model is based on annual eusocial Hymenoptera in which offspring inheriting the nest are male-producing workers, as opposed to cases in which inheriting offspring can be replacement queens producing both sexes, as found, for example, in allodapine bees (Bull et al. 1998) and polistine wasps (Monnin et al. 2009; Leadbeater et al. 2011). The model retains generality because, as in the case of queen replacement and cases of resource inheritance occurring in other taxa (see the introduction), it remains based on different parties being subject to potential kin-selected conflict over the timing of inheritance of a resource necessary for reproduction. In eusocial Hymenoptera in which workers reproduce entirely or mainly in queenless conditions, queen-worker conflict over male parentage effectively reduces to conflict over nest inheritance. In other species, queen-worker conflict over male parentage is expressed in queenright conditions. In this sense, our model represents a special case of queen-worker conflict over male parentage, which has been extensively studied both theoretically (Trivers and Hare 1976; Bulmer 1981; Ratnieks 1988) and empirically, including in *B. terrestris* (Bloch 1999; Alaux et al. 2004b, 2006; Duchateau et al. 2004; Zanette et al. 2012).

The mechanism that *B. terrestris* workers might use to monitor queen fecundity is not known and could involve either direct “counting” of queen-built cells and queen-laid eggs or workers’ sensing the level of queen fecundity via queen-produced chemicals borne on the surface of eggs. Our experiment did not discriminate between these mechanisms, and both might be utilized simultaneously. Existing evidence suggests that *B. terrestris* workers detect the queen’s presence by sensing nonvolatile surface chemicals through direct contact (Bloch and Hefetz 1999a; Alaux et al. 2004a; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2007; Holman 2014; Van Oystaeyen et al. 2014). There is also evidence that dominance status in queens and workers is signaled chemically (Amsalem et al. 2009) and that queen-laid eggs bear queen-derived chemical signals (Zanette et al. 2012). Signaling of queens’ reproductive status via chemicals on both their cuticles and their eggs is known from ants and may represent aspects of a single fecundity-signaling system (Peeters and Liebig 2009). In this context, it is notable that circumstantial evidence exists for a decline in queen pheromone production in older *B. terrestris* queens to which female larvae respond by developing as queens and adult workers respond by egg laying, that is, by initiating the competition point (Cnaani et al. 2000; Alaux et al. 2006; Lopez-Vaamonde et al. 2007). These phenomena are consistent with a decline in queen fecundity over the latter half of the colony cycle (as reported in the present study) being detected by workers via reduced queen pheromone production. In experiment C, *B. terrestris* workers significantly increased their aggression toward queens whose eggs were removed even though our manipulation did not (as far as we know) affect queens’ surface chemical profile and treatment queens increased their egg-laying rate. These results suggest that assessing queens’ fecundity from eggs represents a second major element of the workers’ monitoring mechanism, as results from polistine wasps also suggested (Liebig et al. 2005).

An unanticipated finding in experiment C was that although removing queens’ eggs led to greater worker-to-queen aggression, it did not lead to workers starting to lay eggs earlier, that is, to an earlier competition point. The reasons for this are not clear and contrast with results from polistine wasps (Liebig et al. 2005). One possibility is that our manipulation did not completely mimic the presence of queens of zero fecundity precisely because chemical signals on queens were not manipulated. If queen chemical signals of fecundity are related to egg-laying rate, this effect could have been exacerbated by queens’ upregulation of their egg-laying rate in the treatment colonies, a response to egg removal also found in *Cardiocondyla obscurior* ant queens by Schrempf et al. (2017). This issue could in principle be settled by an experimental technique that separated queens’ levels of chemical signaling and levels of egg laying. The fact that queens upregulated their egg laying in treatment colonies also suggests that queens monitor their own egg-laying rate and facultatively adjust it in response to the size of the standing population of eggs, as proposed for queen *Lasius niger* ants (Holman et al. 2013a). Furthermore, our findings suggest that queens’ egg-laying rate is not a limiting factor for the colony growth rate in *B. terrestris*.

Another unanticipated finding was that in control colonies in experiment C, workers were not significantly more aggressive in post-competition-point colonies (fig. 4), even though the competition point is generally associated with the outbreak of worker aggression (Duchateau and Velthuis 1988; Bourke and Ratnieks 2001). However, the number of outliers with particularly high aggression rates did increase in these colonies following the competition point (fig. 4), reflecting the appearance, as expected, of a few dominant workers. Moreover, in experiment C, treatment workers were significantly less likely to have activated ovaries (table S7a), even though the treatment did not affect workers’ egg-laying rates (table S7e) and aggressive workers across all colonies were significantly more likely to go on to be egg layers. In combination, these findings support previous studies suggesting that the behavioral and physiological pathways influencing aggression, ovary activation, and egg laying can, to some extent, act independently in *B. terrestris* (Duchateau and Velthuis 1989; Amarasinghe et al. 2014; Amsalem et al. 2014).

Overall, the results show that queen-worker conflict over nest inheritance occurs in *B. terrestris* because the conflict model’s assumptions (queens causally influence workers’ future direct fitness, queen fecundity declines with time, workers monitor queen fecundity) and predictions (workers respond in a reproductively self-interested manner to a perceived decline in queen fecundity, future reproductive workers lead this response) are met. These findings provide novel empirical
support for predicted effects of kin-selected within-group conflict over resource inheritance in animal societies.
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